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Welcome to NDA’s monthly email newsletter for September 2008.
We completed an interesting project for a Tasmanian client last week. The client wanted training in time
management with Outlook from a Melbourne firm and was quoted $795 per person – “and they were rude
about it too…” – so they turned to the friendly cheapskates from NDA to see if we could offer an alternative.
We could and we did.
The Melbourne firm’s promotional material promised help in “beating the digital deluge”. So, envisaging
Outlook as some sort of Boolean umbrella we set to work on the problem. Starting from first principles we
identified the key qualities of efficient time managers and wrote a one-day course to develop these qualities.
The client’s main problems were out-of-control e-mail and not being able to make time for the long-term
important tasks amongst all the short-term but urgent tasks. We coached them in techniques that addressed
both these problems and demonstrated imaginative ways to use Outlook in support.
We are genuinely pleased with the results of this course. Please give me a call if you would like to discuss
how your team can move up a gear in planning and personal organisation –1300 765 736.
Kind regards
Nigel Davies
Director, NDA
Feedback from Time Management with Outlook:
As the course was designed (very well) for us our needs were completely satisfied. Thank you – DK
An interesting course that I will take some great "tools" away from. Made a lot of things clearer – RK
A great course, hopefully I can put it into practice – CH
An excellent trainer, patient, helpful and very clear in his delivery. The course was well planned and was
made relevant when we asked questions – SK
NDA’s Top Ten Outlook Time Management Tips
1. Enter information in the correct component of Outlook:
• Time-based data goes in Calendar
• Completion-based data goes in Tasks
• Data about contacts goes in Contacts
• Everything else goes in Notes (see below for suggestions of how to use Notes)
2. Minimise typing by using drag-and-drop:
• Drag an e-mail to Tasks to create a new task, complete with most of the relevant data
• Drag a task to Calendar to schedule time to complete the task
• Drag an e-mail to Contacts to create a new contact; copy and paste from the signature block to complete
phone number and address fields
3. Create Recurring Appointments for repetitive short-term activities such as meetings.
4. Calculate how many hours are needed to complete long-term important tasks and create Recurring
Appointments to schedule enough quality time to complete tasks by their deadlines.
5. Switch off visible and audible e-mail notifications to avoid interruptions to quality task time.
6. Schedule regular times to respond to e-mails – say, 9am, 1pm and 4.30pm.
7. Use Meetings Manager to ascertain when colleagues are free, schedule a meeting and send invitations.

8. Use Task Assignments to delegate tasks and keep track of progress.
9. Use Rules and Alerts to highlight important e-mails.
10: Switch on AutoPreview and the Reading Pane to speed up screening unimportant e-mails.
Bonus tip no 11: Keep dry in the digital deluge – the only name(s) in the To: field should be people whose
actions are directly affected by receipt of your e-mail. If there are any names in the Cc: field it should be
people whose responsibilities demand that they be aware of these actions.
Bonus tip no 12: Apart from NDA’s newsletter, keep e-mails to a maximum length of around ten lines. If the
subject is complex pick up the phone.

Information at your fingertips with Outlook Notes
Outlook Notes is the place to store the ephemera of life that previously decorated your screen with sticky
notes. Here are some suggestions:
• Instructions for completing infrequently performed tasks.
• ABNs, ACNs and tax file numbers.
• Website user names and passwords.
• Bank account numbers and PINs (Hint: Outlook is secured by your personal log on and password but it
might be an idea to call this one something other than ‘Bank account details’.
• Software keys.
• Frequent Flyer numbers and PINs.
• Credit card details (numbers, renewal dates, annual fees, credit limits, interest rates and PINs).
• Newspaper advertising column widths and cost per centimetre.
Stand by rates
NDA is now able to release the following courses for stand-by enrolment, some at significant discounts on
standard rates (to obtain the discount, please mention this email when making bookings):
Hobart – IT courses
Intro to PCs with Windows and Office 2003 27/29 Aug – 20% discount $368 (standard rate $460)
PowerPoint 2007 28 Aug – 20% discount $184 (standard rate $230)
Publisher 1 Sep – 20% discount $184 (standard rate $230)
Visual Basic Programming 1/2 Sep (standard rate $550)
Quickbooks 2/4 Sep (standard rate $550)
Outlook 12 Sep – 10% discount $207 (standard rate $230)
Word Intermediate 2007 17/19 Sep – 20% discount $368 (standard rate $460)
Access Introductory / Intermediate 2003 18/19 Sep (standard rate $460)
MYOB Setup and Operation 29/30 Sep (standard rate $550)
Hobart – Business Skills courses
Business Writing Skills 26 Aug – 20% discount $220 (standard rate $275)
Learning Design 8/9 Sep – (standard rate $550)
Understanding Financial Reports 12 Sep – 20% discount $220 (standard rate $275)
Customer Relationship Management 22 Sep – (standard rate $275)
Managing Change 15 October – 10% discount $247 (standard rate $275)
Launceston – IT courses
Excel Basics 2003 1 Sep – 30% discount $161 (standard rate $230)
Excel Advanced 2003 9/12 Sep – standard rate $460
Project 10/11 Sep – standard rate $460
Word Intermediate 2007 17/19 Sep – standard rate $460
Word Advanced 2007 19/23 Sep – standard rate $460
Access Advanced 2003 19/23 Sep – 20% discount $368 (standard rate $460)

PhotoShop 26 Sep – 20% discount $220 (standard rate $275)
Launceston – Business Skills courses
Effective Supervision Skills 11 Sep – standard rate $275
North West – IT courses
Word Intermediate 2003 26/27 Aug – standard rate $460
Word Advanced 2003 26/27 Aug – 20% discount $184 (standard rate $230)
PowerPoint 2007 1 Sep – 20% discount $184 (standard rate $230)
Excel Introductory 2003 3/5 Sep – 10% discount $414 (standard rate $460)
Publisher 4 Sep – standard rate $230
MYOB Setup and Operation 8/9 Sep (standard rate $550)
Project 10/11 Sep – standard rate $460
Word Intermediate 2007 12/19 Sep – 10% discount $414 (standard rate $460)
Word Advanced 2007 19/23 Sep – standard rate $460
PowerPoint 2003 25 Sep – standard rate $230
Call NDA on 1300 765 736 for more information or make a booking here. Existing bookings may not be
amended but where at least one person is already enrolled at the standard rate, additional people from the
organisation may be enrolled for 50% of the standard rate. These discounts may not be used in conjunction
with any other offer.
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Contact details
HOBART
Level 3, Trafalgar Centre,
110 Collins St
Hobart TAS 7000
Phone: (03) 6224 2660
Email: hobart@nda.com.au

LAUNCESTON
Level 1,
65 St John Street
Launceston TAS 7250
Phone: (03) 6334 4910
Email: launceston@nda.com.au

DEVONPORT
The Roberts Building,
23 Stewart St
Devonport TAS 7310
Phone: (03) 6423 4547
Email: devonport@nda.com.au

